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Trajectories for Consonant-Vowel Sequences
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Abstract

We present a novel quantitative model for the generation of articulatory trajectories based on the

concept of sequential target approximation. The model was applied for the detailed reproduction of

movements in repeated consonant-vowel syllables measuredby electromagnetic articulography (EMA).

The trajectories for the constrictor (lower lip, tongue tip, or tongue dorsum) and the jaw were reproduced.

Thereby, we tested the following hypotheses about invariant properties of articulatory commands: (a)

The target of the primary articulator for a consonant is invariant with respect to phonetic context, stress

and speaking rate. (b) Vowel targets are invariant with respect to speaking rate and stress. (c) The

onsets of articulatory commands for the jaw and the constrictor are synchronized. Our results in terms

of high-quality matches between observed and model-generated trajectories support these hypotheses.

The findings of this study can be applied to the development ofcontrol models for articulatory speech

synthesis.

EDICS Category: SPE-SPRD

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and background

A model for the generation of articulatory movements is an important part of systems for articulatory

speech synthesis. Such a model should be able to reproduce all real observable movements under different
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conditions, for example varying speaking rates and stress levels. It should have as few degrees of freedom

as possible, but as many as necessary to explain observed movements. Ideally, the degrees of freedom

should be related to the phonetic structure of an utterance.Currently, no such model exists. In the present

study, we propose a dynamical model for articulation and we assess, how many degrees of freedom are

needed for detailed reproductions of repeated consonant-vowel syllables. The corpus contained utterances

at normal and slow speaking rate, stressed and unstressed syllables, and bilabial, alveolar, and dorsal

consonants.

B. Related work

Many studies on the synthesis of articulatory trajectoriesare based on the idea that the movement of

an articulator is realized by either the interpolation or the asymptotic approximation of a sequence of

spatial target positions. Typically, one target per phoneme is assumed.

A triphone model for the generation of movements using interpolation between successive target

positions was proposed by Okadome et al. [1]. In this model, the immediate neighbors of a phone

in a sequence influence the target positions and velocities of the articulators of the current phone. Third-

order polynomials are used to interpolate the articulatorytrajectories between two phones. According to

the authors, the model is restricted to the prediction of speech movements at a normal speaking rate. It

cannot account for articulatory reduction that is observedwhen the speaking rate increases. Blackburn

and Young [2] proposed a different model based on target interpolation. In this model, target positions

are not fixed for a given context, but they are represented by probability density functions. In this way,

it was tried to predict observed positional variability notonly due to phonetic context, but also due to

speaking rate. Standard linear interpolation between the targets was used to generate the trajectories.

In contrast to models that interpolate between targets, target approximation models define targets

as asymptotic position values (e.g. [3], [4]). This category includes for example gesture-based speech

production models [5]–[7]. Prom-on et al. [8] showed that not only supraglottal articulation, but also

fundamental frequency curves can be effectively modeled bytarget approximation. Also the Equilibrium

Point Hypothesis of motor control [9] resembles the idea of target approximation. The hypothesis

suggests that movements arise from shifts in the equilibrium positions of the limbs or the speech

articulators. In this framework, the equilibrium positions are the targets. Perrier et al. [10], [11] applied the

hypothesis to speech motor control and proposed that piece-wise linear control signals for the equilibrium

points underlie articulatory trajectories. Target approximation models are not only considered for speech

production, but also for speech recognition [12]–[15]. They are used to impose constraints on the dynamics
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of acoustic or articulatory features in an attempt to improve the performance of speech recognizers.

Target approximation models differ mainly with regard to the question, to what degree the targets are

influenced by phonetic context and prosody. In his early study on vowel reduction, Lindblom [16] found

asymptotic (acoustic) vowel targets that are invariant with respect to consonantal context and duration. The

observed acoustic variability of vowels was explained as anundershoot of these targets when the vowel

duration was too short to reach the asymptotic values. In contrast, Perkell et al. [17] found evidence

that target specifications are modified by prosodic influences and reduction. In the same line, Wei et

al. [18] and Dang et al. [19] proposed a carrier model of coarticulation, where targets are influenced by

the phonetic context.

In contrast to target approximation models, Bouabana and Maeda [20] raised the idea to reproduce

articulatory position trajectories using time-invariantlinear second-order systems excited by impulse

trains. However, the authors admitted that it was difficult to determine the number of impulses needed

to adequately synthesize the observed movements, also because the impulses had no relation to the

phonetic structure. In consequence, they proposed that excitations of the systems by rectangular time

functions could be more appropriate than series of impulses. Rectangular time functions would be

equivalent to sequences of spatial targets and therefore resemble the idea of target approximation. Ogata

and Sonoda [21], [22] used impulse trains exciting linear systems to reproduce the velocity trajectories

of articulators as opposed to position trajectories. This,as well, implicitly corresponds to the target

approximation concept.

With regard to the location of targets, there is evidence that primary articulators of stop consonants

have targets that lie beyond the positions that they can actually reach [23]–[26]. These targets are referred

to asvirtual targets. For example, the tongue tip target for [t] and the tongue dorsum target for [k] can be

assumed somewhere above the palatal wall in the nose cavity.When a constrictor, starting from a vowel

position, tries to reach its virtual target for a stop consonant, its velocity will be high at the time when

it hits the vocal tract walls, and is then suddenly stopped bythe collision. This is the typical pattern

of natural constrictor movements observed in stop consonants [27]. In contrast, target-based transitions

between successive vowels are rather smooth, because the articulators are not suddenly decelerated by

collisions with the vocal tract walls. Using virtual targets, this difference between smooth and abrupt

transitions can be elegantly modeled.

The dynamics of articulators in target approximation models are traditionally modeled by linear second-

order systems in analogy to damped spring-mass systems [6],[7], [11], [28]. Usually, the systems are

assumed to be critically damped to avoid an overshoot of the target positions. However, Kröger et
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Fig. 1. (a) Sequence of target positions for an articulator with one target per phone. [C1], [C2], and [C3] are targets for

consonants that generate closing gestures, and [V1] and [V2] are targets for vowels that generate opening gestures. (b)The

articulatory trajectory produced by the target signal in (a).

al. [6] noted that natural articulatory trajectories cannot be fitted with high accuracy, when time-invariant

critically damped second-order systems are excited with step functions. To achieve better fits, Kröger

et al. introduced a force function that smoothly varies the system parameters during the interval of a

target (gesture), making it a time-variant system. An alternative is to use linear transitions between the

target positions instead of stepwise changes, as by Perrieret al. [11]. The drawback of both methods

is that they introduce additional degrees of freedom in the movement specification. In contrast, Ogata

and Sonoda [21], [22] proposed to model articulatory dynamics with higher-order dynamical systems,

inspired by Milsum [29]. They allow to reproduce certain articulatory trajectories with high accuracy and

few degrees of freedom in the movement specification.

In this study, we combine the idea of target approximation with an effective dynamical system for

articulators to generate detailed reproductions of observed movements.

II. M ODEL DESCRIPTION

Before we go into mathematical details, we start with a shortoverview of the model. Basically, the

trajectory of an articulator along a spatial coordinate axis is assumed to be the output of a time-variant

dynamical system. The input to the system is a sequence of asymptotic target positions, where each

phone or gesture defines one target for a given time slice. Thus, the input signal is divided up into
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sections for discrete phonetic units. The boundaries between the sections are characterized by stepwise

changes of the target position. Figure 1 (a) illustrates a possible input function for successive opening

and closing gestures of an articulator. The dynamical system for an articulator has the effect of a low-

pass filter. Therefore, the stepwise changes between the targets for different phones are translated into

smooth changes of the actual articulator positions. Figure1 (b) shows the articulator position signal for

the input signal depicted in Fig. 1 (a). The dynamical systemhas one parameter, the time constant� , that

controls how fast the system output approximates the input.In the proposed model, the time constant is

assumed to remain constant within the time slice for a phone,but is allowed to vary from one time slice

to the next. Hence, the movement of an articulator towards a target is specified by the target position and

the time constant. The target and the associated time constant that control the realization of a phone or

gesture will be referred to asarticulatory command. Each command has an onset time where it starts to

take control of an articulator. It keeps the control until the next command begins.

The described ideas resemble the target approximation model by Xu [3], who applied it for the

reproduction ofF0 contours and motivated its application for the control of supraglottal articulation.

In the following, we present a quantitative formulation of the model. The dynamical system we propose

in this framework is based on the studies by Ogata and Sonoda [21], [22]. The basic idea is to describe

the dynamics of an articulator by a cascade of several identical first-order linear systems. The transfer

function of such a system is

H(s) =
Y (s)

X(s)
=

1

(1 + s�)N
, (1)

wheres is the complex frequency,� is the time constant, andN is the order of the system. In agreement

with Ogata and Sonoda [21], we setN = 10. A tenth-order system reproduces very well the bell-shaped

velocity profiles observed in natural directed movements for step functions as input. For lower orders, the

velocity profiles would become progressively asymmetricaland would not allow detailed reproductions

of observed movements. For higher-order models, the delay between the input and output signals would

become very high. A tenth-order model has a reaction time of roughly 50–100 ms, which corresponds

to measured delays between the onsets of muscle activity andarticulatory motion [30], [31].

The only free parameter of the system defined by Eq. (1) is the time constant� . For the proposed

model, we assume that� remains constant during a command, but may vary between one command

and another. Hence, the dynamical system is time-invariantduring one command, but not across the

boundaries between commands.

We now derive the time-functiony(t) of an articulator position within the time slice of a command.
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Fig. 2. Response of the proposed dynamical system to a sequence of two articulatory commands that control the vertical

position of the jaw, for example. The onsets of the commands are marked with (1) and (2). The targets associated with the

commands are drawn as horizontal dotted lines. The two commands can be interpreted as an opening gesture followed by a

closing gesture. The solid lines show the resulting articulatory trajectories for three different time constants of the first command.

y(t) is the response of the system (1) to an input signalx(t). To obtain the input-output relations in the

time domain, we rewrite Eq. (1) as

Y (s)[(1 + s�)N ] = X(s) (2)

and apply the correspondences

X(s) s  x(t)

siY (s) s  di/dti y(t).

This results in the following differential equation fory(t):
(
N

0

)
�Ny(N) +

(
N

1

)
�N−1y(N−1) + . . .+

(
N

N

)
y(0) = x. (3)

Here,
(n
k

)
denotes the binomial coefficient andy(i) the ith derivative ofy with respect to time. Solving

the equation fory(t) yields

y(t) = (c0 + c1t+ . . . + cN−1t
N−1)e−t/� + b, (4)

whereb = x(t) is the constant input signal (target position) of the command. The coefficientsci depend

on the initial conditions at the onset of the command. They result from the continuity constraints that

we require fory(t) and itsN − 1 derivatives at the boundary between two commands. Hence,y(t) and

its derivatives at the offset of a command determine the coefficientsci for the next command.

The required equations are summarized in the following. LetM = N − 1 anda = −1/� . Then, the

n-th derivative ofy(t) can be written as
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y(n)(t) = eat
n∑

k=0

[
an−k

(
n

k

)(
M∑

i=k

i!

(i− k)!
cit

i−k

)]
(5)

for n = 1 . . .M . Re-sorting the terms in Eq. (5) yields

y(n)(t) = eat
M∑

i=0

tiq
(n)
i (6)

with

q
(n)
i =

min{M−i,n}∑

k=0

an−k

(
n

k

)
ci+k

(k + i)!

i!
. (7)

Equations (4) and (6) can be used to determiney(t) and the derivativesy(1)(t) . . .y(M)(t) at the offset of

a command. These values are taken as the start values fory(t) and its derivatives in the next command

interval. In this way, the system state at the offset of one command is transferred to the next. When

we assume that the local time starts witht = 0 in each command interval, the coefficientsc0 . . . cM for

Eq. (4) can be calculated as

c0 = y(0)− b

cn =

(
y(n)(0) −

n−1∑

i=0

cia
n−i

(
n

i

)
i!

)
/n!

for n = 1 . . .M .

For a quantitative example of the proposed model, consider the control of the vertical jaw position

depicted in Fig. 2. The input to the model are two articulatory commands for the realization of an opening

gesture and a closing gesture. The targets associated with the commands are drawn as horizontal dotted

lines, and the onsets of the commands are marked with (1) and (2). The solid lines are the articulatory

trajectories, i.e.y(t), for three different values for the time constant of the firstcommand. The initial

position of the articulator and the time constant of the second command is equal for all three cases.

The trajectories highlight the following properties of themodel: the delay between the onset time of a

command and the resulting movement; the inverse relation between the time constant and the articulator

velocity; the undershoot of a target depending on the command duration and the time constant.

Up to here, the model is well suited to reproduce the smooth articulatory transitions between vowel

targets. However, as discussed before, the constrictor trajectory in the vicinity of a stop consonant is

usually not smooth. For example, when the tongue tip approaches the (virtual) target for an alveolar

stop consonant, it will be suddenly decelerated when it hitsthe vocal tract walls at some positiony0

on its way. To model this collision behavior,y(t) is set toy0 during the closure interval. This clipping
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional trajectories of the transducer coils for the sequence[�nana"nana] at normal speaking rate. The first

principal component of each trajectory is drawn as dotted line. The length of each line is four times the standard deviation of

the data along the corresponding principal component. The thick black line shows a part of the palatal outline.

introduces points of discontinuity in the trajectory of theconstrictor at the onset and offset of the closure,

rendering the model non-linear.

In the present study, the onset and offset times of consonantal closures were estimated from the

speech waveforms, which were recorded together with the articulatory trajectories. The onset and offset

of consonantal closures typically results in distinct changes in the speech waveform that can be easily

identified. The measured positions of a primary articulatorat these points in time was used to determine

y0. However, when the proposed model is applied to control articulators in the framework of a vocal tract

model, the clipping of the trajectories must be handled by collision detection between the articulators

and the vocal tract walls.

III. E XPERIMENTS

The articulatory commands introduced above cannot be directly observed. However, using an analysis-

by-synthesis approach, command sequences can be found thatproduce model-based articulator trajectories

that closely match measured trajectories. This section presents two analysis-by-synthesis experiments for

different presumptions about the command parameters.

Initial experiments showed that different command sequences can produce equally detailed fits of

measured trajectories, when all command parameters can be varied independently. A major cause for this

non-uniqueness of the solutions is the inter-relation between the target position and the time constant of

a command. Within certain limits, the effect of a change of the gestural target for an articulator on the
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trajectory can be compensated by a change of the time constant. For example, the slope or peak velocity

of an opening gesture for some articulator can be kept constant when the target position is lowered and

the time constant is increased correspondingly. This basically means that the proposed model has more

degrees of freedom than needed to reproduce observed articulatory trajectories. In the two experiments

described below, we tested different assumptions about thearticulatory commands that effectively reduced

the degrees of freedom.

The trajectories that we chose for the model-based reproductions were that of the jaw and the constrictor

(tongue tip, tongue dorsum, lower lip) in repeated consonant-vowel syllables. In this way, we tested the

model for the reproduction of trajectories with discontinuities, i.e. constrictor trajectories, and those

without discontinuities, i.e. jaw trajectories.

A. Data

One female subject produced one [�CVCV"CVCV]-sequence (C=consonant, V=vowel) for each combi-

nation of the vowels{/a/, /E/, /e/, /o/, /O/, /ø/, /œ/} with the consonants{/m/, /n/, /N/} at both normal

and slow speaking rate [32]. The slow sequences were produced especially clear (hyperarticulated). All

sequences were spoken with secondary stress on the first syllable and primary stress on the third syllable.

Articulatory trajectories were recorded by means of electromagnetic articulography at a sampling rate

of 200 Hz (EMA, AG100, Carstens Medizinelektronik 2002). A Kaiser-window low-pass FIR filter with a

passband from 0 to 50 Hz, a transition bandwidth of 20 Hz, and astopband attenuation of 50 dB was used

to reduce the measurement noise in the trajectories. The current study considered the two-dimensional

trajectories of transducer coils attached to the upper lip,lower lip, lower jaw (below the lower incisors),

tongue tip and tongue dorsum. In synchrony with the kinematic measurements, the acoustic signal was

recorded at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. The recordings of[�nønø"nønø] and [�nœnœ"nœnœ] at the slow

speaking rate were incomplete and therefore excluded from the experiments.

B. Preprocessing and Labeling

In each sequence, we marked the beginning and the end of the closure phase of each consonant by

visual inspection of the acoustic signal. The waveform parts for the nasal consonants could be well

identified and distinguished from the adjacent vowels. Furthermore, we defined the time interval to be

used for the analysis and trajectory reproductions in each sequence. The beginning of the interval was

set to the end of the first consonantal closure, and the end of the interval was set roughly to the middle
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Fig. 4. Time-signals of the positions, velocities, and optimization weights (cf. Eq. 9) of the tongue tip and the jaw in the

sequence[�nana"nana] at normal speaking rate. The dashed rectangular time functions show the targets for the opening and

closing gestures for both articulators. The smooth solid lines show the recorded position and velocity signals of the tongue tip

and jaw. The smooth dashed lines show their model-based reproductions. During the closure intervals, the tongue tip of the

recorded signal remains approximately at the same positionbecause it is braced against the teeth ridge. In contrast, the output of

the dynamical system is shown without the consideration of clipping during palatal contact and therefore overshoots the closure

position at 0 cm. Note the delay of over 100 ms between the onsets of commands for the closing gestures (high targets) and

the onsets of the corresponding closure intervals.

of the final vowel. Figure 4 depicts the closure intervals andthe analysis interval (fromt0 to t1) for the

sequence[�nana"nana].

The two-dimensional trajectories of the EMA coils for the sequence[�nana"nana] betweent0 andt1 are

shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the articulators move roughly along the same straight lines during the

repeated opening and closing movements. Therefore, the movement of each articulator in each sequence

was reduced to one dimension by the projection of the two-dimensional trajectories on the first principle

component in the data betweent0 andt1. The principal components are drawn as dotted lines in Fig. 3.

For sequences with the consonant [m], the one-dimensional trajectories for the upper lip, the lower lip,
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and the jaw were extracted. For sequences with [n] and[N], the trajectories of the jaw and the tongue tip

or the tongue dorsum were considered, respectively. The one-dimensional trajectories of the tongue tip

and the jaw in the sequence[�nana"nana] are depicted in Fig. 4. For the tongue tip curve, the zero-line

defines the positions where the closure intervals of the consonants begin and end.

C. Curve Fitting

The aim of our experiments was to estimate the articulatory commands underlying the observed

trajectories for the constrictor and the jaw in each sequence, i.e. the commands that minimize the

difference between the observed and model-based trajectories. To find the optimal command parameters,

we used the Nelder-Mead simplex method [33] implemented in the Matlab toolbox version 7.4. This

method finds the minimum of a scalar objective function of several variables, starting at an initial estimate.

In the following, the variables and the objective function will be described. The initial estimates for the

variables will be discussed later.

In the context of our model, one command per phone and articulator is assumed. Hence, 16 commands

were required for the eight phones and the two articulators considered in a [�CVCV"CVCV] sequence.

One additional command per articulator was appended to the end of each sequence to control its

movement towards the final rest position. Therefore, 18 commands per sequence had to be specified.

Each command is defined by three parameters: the target position, the time constant, and its onset time.

For 18 commands, this yields 54 parameters. In the experiments below, not all of the parameters will be

optimized independently. Instead, groups of two or more parameters, that are assumed to be equal, may

be represented by one variable in the optimization.

The objective function to be minimized during the optimization was designed to represent the dissim-

ilarity between the observed trajectories and the model-based trajectories of a sequence. It was defined

as

E =

√√√⎷
[
∑

i

wi(yi − ỹi)2

]
/
∑

i

wi (8)

with

wi = 1 + a ⋅ v2i /v
2
max, (9)

where i is the sample index,yi the original signal,ỹi the model signal,wi the weight signal,vi =

(yi − yi−1)/Ts the velocity signal,Ts = 200 Hz the sampling rate, andvmax the maximum velocity of

the curve under consideration. All samples betweent0 and t1 of the constrictor trajectory and the jaw

trajectory were considered. Ifwi would equal 1 for alli, Eq. (8) would become the simple root mean
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square function. However, preliminary investigations revealed that this would underestimate the parts of

the signal with high velocities, especially just before andafter closures. To improve the match of these

signal parts at a slight expense of the match during stationary parts, the weightswi were introduced.

The factora in Eq. (9) defines the relative importance of position vs. velocity for the match and was set

to a = 5 in our simulations. For constrictor trajectories,wi was set to zero for all samples within the

closure intervals to exclude them from the optimization.

Figure 4 illustrates the optimization results for the tongue tip and the jaw trajectories of the utterance

[�nana"nana]. The optimized target sequences for both articulators are drawn as dashed rectangular func-

tions. Observed trajectories are drawn as solid lines, and model-based trajectories as dashed lines. The

model-based reproduction of the curves appears to be very good. Note that during the closure intervals,

the model-based tongue tip positions overshoot the closureplateaus of the original tongue tip trajectories

towards the virtual targets. As discussed before, theactual model-based articulator position is assumed

to be clipped during these intervals.

D. First experiment

Initial optimization experiments indicated that mainly two factors determine the quality of curve fitting,

namely, the number of independent variables to be optimizedand the initial estimates for the variables.

Ideally, the number of variables should equal the inherent degrees of freedom of the problem. Too many

variables make the optimizer prone to get stuck in a local minimum of the objective function, and too few

variables can make it impossible to achieve a good solution at all. When all command parameters of a

sequence are optimized simultaneously, the solution strongly depends on the initial estimates. Therefore,

to reduce the number of independent variables, we made the following assumptions:

∙ Jaw and constrictor commands for the same phone in a sequencestart at the same time. This

assumption of synchrony is corroborated by the idea that these articulators move as a coordinated

structure [34].

∙ Each articulator has one common asymptotic target for each phoneme in the same context and for

the same speaking rate. For the sequence[�nana"nana] at normal speaking rate, for example, we thus

assume that there is one target position for both the tongue tip and the jaw for all [n], and another

pair of target positions for all [a].

The number of variables optimized for each sequence in this experiment was thus 31 (9 command

onset times + 4 target values + 18 time constants). Besides the above two assumptions, we considered

requiring the same time constant for the constrictor and thejaw for the same gesture. However, with this
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(a) Initial estimates for target signals

(b) Target signals after experiment 1

(c) Target signals after experiment 2

Fig. 5. Variation of the target signals for the tongue tip in [�nOnO"nOnO] after the optimization of 50 initial target signal estimates

in experiment 1 and experiment 2.

strict constraint, a detailed fit could not be achieved for most sequences. Therefore, the time constants of

all commands were optimized independently. Interestingly, the resulting time constants were nevertheless

strongly correlated between the jaw and the constrictor targets, as shown in the next section.

As mentioned above, the result of an optimization with many variables depends on the initial estimates.

To increase the chance to get close to the optimal solution, we made 50 optimization runs for each

sequence with varying initial values. Before each run, the time constants of all commands were set to

random values between 0.01 and 0.02 seconds. The position ofconsonant targets was set to a random

number between MAX and MAX+1 cm, where MAX is the highest value of the corresponding observed

trajectory. Accordingly, the position of vowel targets wasset to a random number between MIN and

MIN-1 cm, where MIN is the lowest value of the corresponding observed trajectory. The onsets of the

commands were set randomly between50 . . . 100 ms before the midpoints of the corresponding acoustic

segments. Figure 5 (a) illustrates the variation of the 50 target signals for the tongue tip in[�nOnO"nOnO]

that served as initial estimates for the optimization.
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Fig. 6. Results for the targets of experiment 1. The box plotsshow the targets for the constrictor for closing gestures (top

row), for opening gestures (middle row), and the differencebetween the targets for opening and closing gestures of the jaw

(bottom row) for the 10 best optimization runs. The left, middle, and right columns display the results for sequences with the

consonants[m], [n], and [N], respectively. Two box plots are shown for each consonant-vowel combination next to each other:

one for the normal (left) and one for the slow (right) speaking rate. The gray bars display the common median value of the

constrictor targets (top row), the lowest position in the constrictor trajectory for each CV-combination (middle row), and the

difference between the maxima and minima of the jaw trajectory for each CV-combination (bottom row).

E. Results of first experiment

For all utterances, the optimization results of the 50 runs with different initial estimates varied rather

strongly. Figure 5 (b) illustrates the variations in terms of the 50 optimized target signals for the sequence

[�nOnO"nOnO]. The variation appears somewhat greater than for the initial estimates in Fig. 5 (a). Especially

in the region around the command for the second opening gesture, there is a great deal of variation of

the command onset times. However, the error between the observed and model-based trajectories was

generally equally low for most of the 50 runs. Hence, with thegiven degrees of freedom, different sets

of variable values can produce equally good approximationsof the original trajectories. Therefore, we
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further reduced the number of independent variables in experiment 2 described below.

Figure 6 summarizes the results for the targets found in the first experiment. For each sequence, the

distribution of three quantities is displayed for the ten best results of the 50 optimization runs: the (virtual)

consonant target of the constrictor, the vowel target of theconstrictor, and the difference between the

low and high targets for the jaw. Two box plots are shown for each consonant-vowel combination – one

for the normal and one for the slow speaking rate sequence.
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Fig. 7. Results for time constants after experiment 1. For all phones in all sequences, the time constant of the constrictor

command is plotted against the time constant of the corresponding jaw command. Time constants of commands for opening

gestures are displayed as circles and for closing gestures as stars.

An overview of the time constants for the commands found in the first experiment is given in Fig. 7.

For each phone in each sequence, the constrictor time constant is plotted against the jaw time constant. A

regression coefficient of 0.83 confirms that the time constants for both articulators are strongly coupled.

When time constants for opening gestures (circles in Fig. 7)and closing gestures (stars in Fig. 7) are

analyzed separately, an interesting trend can be observed.For commands for opening gestures, the jaw

time constant is greater than the constrictor time constantfor 64.2% of the vowels. Hence, the jaw opens

somewhat slower than the constrictor in the majority of cases. Conversely, the jaw time constant is less

than the constrictor time constant for 70.0% of the commandsfor closing gestures. This implies that the

jaw moves up somewhat faster than the constrictor in 70.0% ofthe cases.
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Fig. 8. The gray lines show the main movement directions (first principal components) of the trajectories of the constrictor

and the jaw for the sequences with the consonant [m] (left), [n] (middle), and[N] (right) in the midsagittal plane. One gray line

is shown for each vowel in combination with the consonants for both the normal and slow speaking rates. The black parts of

the lines range from the minimum to the maximum excursion of the corresponding articulator.

F. Second experiment

The results of the first experiment indicated that some of thevariables considered for optimization were

redundant, because equally detailed model-based approximations of the observed movement trajectories

could be obtained with quite different sets of command parameter values. A second experiment was

conducted to test the performance of the model with further reduced degrees of freedom.

One idea was to set the constrictor targets to the same predefined position for all sequences with the

same consonant. If our targets were two-dimensional pointsin the midsagittal plane, this would mean

to presume the same virtual 2D-target position for the constrictor in a consonant independent of vowel

context, stress, and speaking rate [26]. If this were the case, the linear extensions of the main movement

vectors in consonant-vowel sequences with the same consonant and different vowels would cross at this

virtual position in the midsagittal plane. To test this hypothesis, the extended movement vectors (principal

components) of the constrictor and jaw were plotted in Figure 8 for different context vowels. It is evident

that the lines donot cross in exactly the same point for either articulator. However, especially for the

tongue tip and the tongue dorsum, the lines clearlyconvergein a region above the palate. The constant

one-dimensionaltarget positions proposed here would fit quite well in these convergence regions. For

estimates of the constant target positions, we drew upon theresults of experiment 1. For each constrictor,
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the median value of the consonant targets found in the ten best optimization runs of all corresponding

sequences was taken as the common target. These target positions are 1.1 cm (above the closure position)

for the lips, 1.3 cm for the tongue tip, and 0.9 cm for the tongue dorsum. In the top row of Fig. 6, these

values are displayed as gray bars. With a few exceptions, these values lie between the minima and maxima

of the ten best results found for these targets in experiment1.

To further reduce the number of variables, we picked up the hypothesis by Lindblom [16], that there

exist asymptotic vowel target positions, which are independent of consonantal context and duration. In

line with this hypothesis, we now assumed the same fixed voweltargets for the constrictors independent

of speaking rate. These vowel targets are most likely achieved at a slow speaking rate in stressed

syllables. Therefore, for each consonant-vowel combination, we preset this target to the lowest value

of the constrictor trajectory of the sequence recorded at the slow speaking rate. The positions of these

targets (below the consonantal closure points) are indicated by the gray bars in the second row of Fig. 6.

In line with the above arguments, we also assumed a fixed asymptotic consonant target and a fixed

asymptotic vowel target for the jaw movement of each consonant-vowel combination independent of

speaking rate. These targets were estimated as the maxima and minima found in the corresponding jaw

trajectories. The common differences between the high and low jaw targets for the normal and slow

speaking rate are depicted by the gray bars in the bottom row of Fig. 6.

After defining all targets in all sequences, the only variables that remained to be optimized for each

sequence were the time constants of all commands and common onset times of commands for the same

phone. These are 27 variables (9 command onset times + 18 timeconstants). As in experiment 1, we

made 50 optimization runs with randomized initial values toassess the variation of the solutions.

G. Results of second experiment

Despite the reduced set of variables, the errors of the ten best solutions for each sequence were again

very low. Figure 9 shows the error of a representative solution (of the 50 runs) for each sequence after

both experiments. The mean relative increase of the error from experiment 1 to 2 over all sequences is

50.3%. This may seem high, but theabsoluteincrease of the error is only 0.1 mm. Visually, the match

between the original and reproduced trajectories did not significantly degrade from experiment 1 to 2.

As in experiment 1, the optimized solutions of the 50 runs with different initial values for a particular

sequence did not always converge. Figure 5 (c) illustrates this variation by means of the optimized target

signals for the sequence[�nOnO"nOnO]. Here again, the major variations regard the onset times of the 3rd

and 4th commands. However, in general, the variations were smaller than in the first experiment.
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Fig. 9. Errors of the representative optimization results of each sequence after the two experiments. The mean error after

experiment 1 over all sequences is 0.024 cm and 0.034 cm afterexperiment 2. The mean relative increase of the error from

experiment 1 to 2 over all sequences is 50.3%, and the mean absolute increase of the error is 0.1 mm.

Figure 10 shows results for the sequences[�mOmO"mOmO], [�nOnO"nOnO], and[�NONO"NONO] for both normal

and slow speaking rate. As presumed for the second experiment, the targets for the constrictor and jaw

are equal for the normal and slow speaking rate variants of each consonant-vowel combination. Note

also that the commands for the jaw and the constrictor are synchronized in each sequence as required.

In most cases, the targets are not achieved by the articulators, especially for the normal speaking rate.

As opposed to the model assumptions, thereal movements of the tongue tip, the lower lip, and the
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Fig. 10. Results for the sequences[�mOmO"mOmO], [�nOnO"nOnO], and [�NONO"NONO] at normal and slow speaking rates after the

second experiment. Recorded trajectories are displayed assolid curves and the model-based reproductions as dashed curves.

The target signals are displayed as dashed rectangular functions.

tongue dorsum in Fig. 10 do not always stop during the consonantal closure intervals. Especially the

tongue dorsum trajectory during[�NONO"NONO] has no distinct closure plateaus. This can be attributed to the

positions of the EMA coils on the tongue and the lips relativeto the tongue and lip points that initiate the

closures. When the positions of the observed fleshpoints differ slightly from the fleshpoints that initiate
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Fig. 11. Results for time constants after experiment 2. For all phones in all sequences, the time constant of the constrictor

command is plotted against the time constant of the corresponding jaw command. Time constants of commands for opening

gestures are displayed as circles and for closing gestures as stars.

the closures, the former continue to move somewhat after closure onset. Figure 10 indicates that this

positional difference also depends on the speaking rate. Inessence, the recorded curves show rather the

movement of pointsnear the fleshpoints that initiate the closures, while the clipping stage of the model

refers to trajectories of the latter points. To model the observed effect, it would be conceivable to use,

instead of clipping, some sort of “compression” of the modeltrajectories during the closure intervals that

depends on the precise model fleshpoint positions.

Figure 11 plots the time constants of the jaw commands against the time constants of the constrictor

commands. The correlation factor of 0.65 is somewhat less than in experiment 1, but the jaw and

constrictor movements can still be regarded as strongly coupled. However, the principal difference between

commands for opening and closing gestures observed alreadyin experiment 1 is even more pronounced

here. Regarding commands for opening gestures, the time constants for the jaw are greater than those for

the constrictors in 84.2% of the cases. Hence, the jaw mostlyopens somewhat slower than the constrictor.

On the other hand, in commands for closing gestures, the timeconstants for the jaw aresmallerthan those

for the constrictors in 82.5% of the cases. Therefore, the jaw mostly closes faster than the constrictor.
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IV. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This article introduces a dynamical model for the reproduction of articulatory trajectories in repeated

consonant-vowel syllables based on sequential target approximation, which has the following essential

properties:

∙ Tenth-order linear systems are used to model the dynamics ofarticulators. In comparison to tradi-

tionally used second-order systems, they are better qualified to reproduce the bell-shaped velocity

profiles of natural directed movements for step functions asinput. Second-order systems would

require more complicated command specifications to achievethe same performance as tenth-order

systems (e.g. [6], [11]).

∙ The model can reproduce the typical discontinuities in the trajectories of constrictors at the onset

and offset of closures by a clipping mechanism. Together with the concept of virtual targets, the

mechanism proved to be very effective to model both smooth and abrupt observed articulatory

transitions in a uniform framework. In other attempts to model observed articulatory movements,

this is usually entirely neglected [1], [2], [20], [21].

∙ The model transfers the system state between adjacent articulatory commands. This is physically

more plausible than models based on superposition of impulse responses to generate articulatory

trajectories.

In combination, these properties allow the detailed reproduction of movements with less degrees of

freedom in the movement specification than previous models.With the constraints imposed in the second

experiment, only three variables were necessary to capturethe (prosodic) variations in the trajectories of

the jaw and the constrictor between two phones, namely the common onset time and the time constants

of the articulatory commands for both articulators.

With regard to the articulatory commands, we tested the assumptions that phoneme targets are invariant

with respect to stress and speaking rate, that constrictor targets are furthermore invariant to vocalic context,

and that articulatory commands for the constrictor and the jaw start synchronously. Our results indicate that

these assumptions do not prevent the detailed reproductionof the observed speech movements. However,

due to the limited corpus used in this study, these findings may not be overvalued. Note also that the

invariance of the targets was defined along one-dimensionalmovement vectors in the midsagittal plane.

In two-dimensional space, these targets are small regions rather than points, which is in agreement with

previous findings (e.g. [17]). Furthermore, due to the biological nature of the human speech production

system and the one-to-many mapping in the acoustic-articulatory relationship, the targets must be assumed
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to have a small random component. The fact that a detailed fit of the trajectories could be achieved

irrespective of random variations can be explained by the property of the model, that small variations of

target values can be compensated by small variations of the time constants.

This study is the first step in the development of an improved quantitative control model for our artic-

ulatory speech synthesizer [35]–[37]. The generation of articulatory trajectories based on specifications

of articulatory commands presented here is the lowest levelof control in this scenario. For text-to-speech

synthesis, higher levels of control are necessary. At a higher level, one would for example only specify

the phone sequence, the speaking rate, and the intonation pattern and use a suitable machine-learning

technique to predict the corresponding low-level command parameters. At this stage, it will be important

to also model random variations of command parameters, as this variability is a key aspect of speech

production [12]–[14]. At the control level discussed in this article, additional work is needed to complete

and validate the model with respect to other classes of speech sounds like plosives, fricatives, and laterals.

Also the examination of articulatory commands in consonantclusters is an important open issue.

Besides its benefit for speech production, the proposed model might also be useful in the field of speech

recognition, where a growing interest for speech production models emerges [13]–[15]. It was recognized

that speech production knowledge in automatic speech recognition may alleviate some common problems

of current mainstream HMM-based speech recognizers and enable improved recognition of spontaneous

speech and greater robustness to noise.

When the proposed model is interpreted in the context of motor control theory, the sequences of

commands can be regarded as a motor program. According to Kandel et al. [38, p. 659], a motor program

specifies the spatial features of a movement and the forces required to produce the desired movements.

With respect to our model, the spatial features correspond to targets and the forces are related to the time

constants. In this light, our results reveal an interestingdifference of the forces acting on the constrictor

and the jaw in opening and closing gestures, as depicted in Fig. 11.
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